
TURN OVER FOR DEMOBILIZATION PROCESS  
 

 
16.4 ft. RAPID-H2O Barrier System consists of: Reusable 5-cell military grade steel cage with 5 reusable multi-layered 
polymeric reservoirs, reusable black silicone twist ties, (1) membrane that will covers up to (3) 5-cell cages and jointing 
pins will be supplied based on the desired overall length required to extend the barrier system.  

RAPID-H2O BARRIER – DEPLOYMENT 

1) This is a temporary flood barrier system not to be used as a permanent break wall, sea wall or bulkhead. So please 
take extreme caution when considering placement of barriers where there is an occurrence of wave action. 

2) Observe placement location of barriers ground surface should be relatively flat and sharp debris should be removed.  

3) Layout the membrane on the flood side 20” from edge of the first cell of 
the barrier cage by unfolding membrane along the length of cages right next to 
barrier cages and then place the top 20” flap of the membrane under barrier 
cages. Leaving the rest of the membrane folded at base of the cage.  

4) Reusable RAPID-H2O barrier cages are 
erected by simply placing them at the 
location, unfolding cage like an accordion 
and pulling them fully open from the flat 
folded position. Position cage so that the 
20” flap of membrane is halfway under 
cage. 

 

5) Rapid-H2O barrier cages are simply extended by placing the joining pins 
between the two coils at both ends of the last cell to join another 5-cell barrier. 
Always make sure there is no water in the reservoirs when putting joining pins 
in the coils to connect cages and when removing joining pins during the 
demobilization process.  

6) Insert the reusable reservoirs into each cell so that it forms the shape of 
the cage to assist with this use the handle of a broom or shovel to place each 
reservoir bottom black marked corner into each cage bottom corner. Does not 
need to be exact.  

7) Attach the reservoirs to the barrier 
before filling with water by inserting one 
reusable silicone twist tie through each 
hole of the grommets and through the 
cage on the top frame, twist to secure in 
place. The same twist tie can be used to 
attach two reservoirs to the inside cage 
panel for the centre and end grommets.  
 

8) Proceed by filling each reusable reservoir with water (tap/hose, lake, 
river, hydrant etc.) to just under the level of the grommets. Fill times will vary 
based on GPM flow rate, pump sizes etc.  
 
9) After reservoirs are filled with water pull the membrane from flood side of 
cage over top of the entire barrier and insert one reusable silicone twist tie 
through each hole of the grommets on the membrane and through the cage 
frame on the dry side of the cage, twist to secure in place. If needed to extend 

length of membrane overlap by a 
minimum of 20” inches.  
 

 

 

 

 

ATTENTION: Flood Barrier not to be used other than in strict accordance with manufacturer instructions. 

WARNING: Flood Barrier prohibited uses are all uses other than those in accordance with manufacturer 
instructions, including but not limited to, crawling inside the barrier. 

Link for EASE OF USE Video 

http://innovativeglobal.net/products/

what‐is‐rapid‐h2o/ 

www.innovativeglobal.net 
905-377-0356 
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RAPID-H2O BARRIER – DEMOBILIZATION 

1) Remove reusable silicone 
twist ties from membrane and fold 
over or roll membrane down 
towards the ground as close as 
possible to base of cage so not to 
slip on it when emptying 
reservoirs. 

2) Remove all reusable silicone 
twist ties from all reservoirs before 
emptying reservoirs. Store all 
reusable silicone twist ties for next 
use. 

3) To empty reservoirs push the outer rim of the reservoir towards the 
ground inside the barrier cage with a broom or shovel handle and the water 
will begin to run out and empty very quickly. Drain all reusable reservoirs of a 
5-cell cage section as much as possible before pulling the 5-cell cage section 
off the draining reservoirs. 

4) Only remove joining pins between each 
5-cell section when the water is removed from 
the reservoirs. Having no water in the 
reservoirs whenever using the joining pins to 
connect or disconnect cage sections will allow 
the pins to go in and come out smoothly with 
no effort or damage to the barrier system.  

5) To remove a 5-cell cage 
section off the draining 
reservoirs, have two people 
hold the front of the entire 5-
cell cage and pull downward 
toward themselves to cause 
the cage to come off the 
draining reservoirs. 

6) Fold the 5-cell cage 
section back on to themselves 
like an accordion and lay flat 
for transportation and storage.  

7) Splash empty reservoirs 
with clean water and/or 
pressure wash, then allow to 
dry, refold prior to storing 
them in the warehouse is 
recommended.  
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